Pedaling SF Forward

Riding a bicycle in San Francisco has never been more popular. From 2015 to 2016, there was a 10-percent increase in the number of trips in just one year, making bicycling the fastest growing mode of transportation in SF.

And yet, that progress is not enough. The question of how we make biking feel safe and inviting enough for even more people from all backgrounds to enjoy biking across our city remains.

The good news is that we have a great answer to this question: build more protected bike lanes. We have designed our streets to privilege people driving at the expense of public safety. Every day that we delay the construction of better streets, we allow that injustice to continue.

Building those protected bike lanes takes political will, which in turn takes building the movement in support of better infrastructure. We will not, however, be able to build that movement beyond a largely white, middle- and upper-class constituency unless we think and act beyond the bicycle.

If we know what it takes to save lives, we have to build a broad base of support for those solutions. That process takes work and time, but I believe its lasting impact will be a better city for all people to bike in. And I am more than willing to work beyond the bicycle.

One of the ways that we are doing that is through the expansion of bike share: both Ford GoBike and new stationless bike share systems. Through our Bike Share for All campaign, and in partnership with many community-based organizations across the city, we fought for a bike share system that is affordable and accessible for people from all neighborhoods and income levels.

We are also pleased that those same values are being applied to the permitting process for stationless bike share operators. I am truly excited about the what bike share in all of its forms will mean for San Francisco. Cities around the world have shown us that the more people ride, the louder the call for better biking infrastructure will grow.

Our work will intensify in the year ahead. A visionary design for a Better Market Street, with continuous, protected bike lanes from the Embarcadero through Octavia, is on the horizon. It is going to take a significant amount of organizing and mobilizing support to see this design realized. And Market Street will be just the start as we welcome more people to biking for everyday transportation, and to the movement for livable, bikeable streets. Every success we can look back on, and look forward to, is a direct result of our members' and supporters’ passion. Thank you for your dedication and persistence, elevating all of our calls for a sustainable San Francisco.

See you in the bike lanes,

Brian Wiedenmeier
Executive Director, San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
**PROGRAMS DELIVERING BIG**

**10,000+**  
Members elevating our voice!

**12,482**  
Bikes parked at events across SF by our Valet Bike Parking team.

**280**  
Bikes distributed to folks who couldn’t bike otherwise during Community Bike Builds.

**569**  
Professional drivers took our safety training.

**10,800+**  
Hours donated by over 800 SF Bicycle Coalition Volunteers.

**6,700+**  
Students celebrated Bike & Roll to School Week.

**930**  
People who attended one of our bicycle safety classes.

**747**  
Bike lights installed for people biking at night without lights.
Have you ever looked at event pictures on the SF Bicycle Coalition’s Twitter or Facebook accounts? Chances are, those photos were taken by Volker, whose talent with a camera is undeniable. His photos support our communications and marketing work year after year.

Jenn is a champion in the Richmond District, giving a huge amount of support to our advocacy work in D1 and Golden Gate Park. Whether it’s organizing rides, attending walk-throughs or providing input at community meetings, Jenn does it all.

Not only does Sindy attend each and every Volunteer Night, she takes extra time to pick up the delicious snacks that we provide to keep our volunteers fueled at Volunteer Night. She also distributes posters for all our major events and volunteered at a Bike to Work Day Energizer Station.

We realize that such a specific award means it’s unlikely Ivan would have much competition, but no one is more deserving of an award than Ivan Abeshaus. From truck-driving and tote-bag stuffing to helping with our move, Ivan supports the big and little things that help keep our organization rolling.

Paddy is a bike mechanic extraordinaire. He completed over 38 hours of volunteering for our Community Bike Build program in 2016 alone. Paddy has been a fixture at our bike builds, helping to ensure that the reclaimed bicycles we distribute to communities across San Francisco are in good working order.
For the first time in San Francisco history, the Mayor issued an Executive Directive -- the highest form of mayoral authority -- addressing safety for people walking and biking on our streets. As a direct result, we saw approvals expedited for protected bike lanes on Seventh and Eighth streets, a wholesale traffic circulation analysis for Golden Gate Park and the San Francisco Police Department finally meeting their Focus on the Five promise to dedicate most traffic citations to the five most dangerous violations.

We saw construction completed on San Francisco’s first protected intersection, bringing smart, innovative design to our streets. The intersection includes safety islands for people walking and takes the chaos of crossing the street at Ninth and Division streets.
When Uber flouted state regulations and began testing *unsafe, unpermitted autonomous vehicles* on San Francisco’s streets, we led the charge to inform and organize the public, ensuring that innovations are done right and respect people biking. After just eight days, Uber shuttered their unready autonomous vehicle testing on San Francisco’s streets.

With an overhaul of decades-old infrastructure threatening the reliability and safety of BART’s operation, your San Francisco Bicycle Coalition pushed hard for the two-thirds vote needed to pass a desperately needed *$3.5 billion* bond, with 81 percent of San Francisco voters voting for the funding.

We celebrated the completion of the eastern span of the Bay Bridge People Path, finally bridging the gap for people biking between the East Bay and the very edges of San Francisco’s city limits. We continue working to see plans advanced for the western span, which is estimated to see 10,000 people biking it daily upon completion.
THANKS TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS!

The San Francisco Bicycle Coalition’s victories and accomplishments are fueled by our members and supporters who believe in the daily advocacy we do to make San Francisco a better place to live, work and bike. Thank you to the following businesses, foundations and individual supporters who gave generously to make our work possible in 2016:

* All or a portion of the donation was contributed to the SF Bicycle Coalition Education Fund.
+ Member of the Board of Directors in 2016.

**FOUNDATION & BUSINESS SUPPORT**

$50,000+
- craigslist *

$25,000 - $49,999
- Anonymous*
- Helman Foundation*

$15,000 - $24,999
- Bay Area Bicycle Law*
- Climate Ride*
- Dolan Law Firm*
- Google Matching Gifts Program*
- LinkedIn*
- Recology

$10,000 - $14,999
- Anonymous*

$2,500 - $4,999
- Adobe Systems Matching Gift Program*
- Ambos Mundos Foundation*
- Anonymous*
- Bi-Rite Market*
- Blue Shield of California*
- Build Inc.*
- Car Program LLC*
- Clif Bar Family Foundation*
- Community Thrift Store*
- Dero Bike Rack Co*
- Equator Coffees & Teas*
- Forest City Developers*
- The Golden State Warriors*
- James Irvine Foundation*
- Kaiser Permanente*
- Levi Strauss Foundation*
- Liberty Law*
- Microsoft*
- Mission Bay Development Group*
- Motivate International Inc*
- The New Wheel*
- Pacific Gas and Electric Company
- Pillar Capital
- Quantcast
- Rahman Law PC
- Salesforce
- The San Francisco Giants
- Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
- Slack Technologies
- SportWorks
- Steins Beer Garden
- Terabit Systems
- Trumark Urban
- The Veen Firm, PC
- Walkup, Melodia, Kelly & Schoenberger
- Zendrive

$1,000 - $2,499
- Amgen Foundation*
- Anonymous*
- Arup*
- Brod Law Firm PC*
- California Healthcare Foundation*
- David Baker Architects*
- GJEL Accident Attorneys*
- Gordon-Creed, Kelley, Holl & Sugerman LLP*
- Hassell Law Group*
- ICF International*
- JCDecaux*
- Kenwood Investments/ Treasure Island LLC*
- Kilroy Realty Corporation*
- Law Office of Daniel H. Rose
- The Law Offices of Linda Ross*
- The Law Offices of Meisel, Krentsa & Burneikis*
- Luminescence Foundation*
- Martin Building Company*
- Mike’s Bikes of San Francisco
- Mission Bicycle Company*
- New Deal Advisers*
- Panoramic Interests*
- Paoli & Geerhart LLP*
- Paragon Real Estate*
- Pedal Revolution
- Sally Morin Law*
- The San Francisco County Transportation Authority*
- San Francisco Health Plan*
- Saris*
- Scott Love Law*
- SITELAB urban studio*
- Thomas C. Hays and Mary Ann Hays Family
- Charitable Trust*
- Tidewater Capital*
- University of California - San Francisco*
- Yellow Cab Co-op*

$500 - $999
- AGI Advantage*
- Alamo Drafthouse Cinema*
- Apple*
- Autodesk Matching Gifts Program*
- Autodesk*
- BikeLeap*
- BlackRock Matching Gift Program*
- Burr Pilger Mayer*
- Chameleons John Coupons*
- Conger Moss Gillard, Inc Landscape Architecture*
- Credit Karma Inc*
- Dolmen Property Group*
- General William Mayer Foundation*
- Grace Cathedral*
- Grizzly Peak Cyclists*
- Hospital Council*
- Hotwire Inc.*
- Huckleberry Bicycles*
- New Resource Bank*
- NOP 560 Mission LLC*
- O’Connor, Runckel & O’Malley LLP*
- The Orrick Building*
- Perkins + Will*
- Pocket Development*
- Port of San Francisco
- Reliance Foundry*
- Rose Gold Fund*
- Royston Hanamoto Alley & Abey*
- San Francisco State University*
- Schwartz Family Foundation*
- Streets of San Francisco Bike Tours*
- Swirl*
- Timbuk2*
- Tishman Speyer*
- Tobi*
- Vie Bikes *
- Visa*
- Welkin Health*
- Westlake Urban*,
- Zendesk*

$250 - $499
- Avenue Cyclery
- Chrome Industries Mission
- The Darius Fund*
- dydx LLC*
- Eisen Letunic*

The Freewheel
- HNTB Corporation*
- if(we)*
- Kongregate
- Leddy Maytum Stacy Architects*
- PG&E Campaign for the Community*
- PUBLIC Bikes*
- S. D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation*
- Salesforce.org*
- SF Public Library
- Sustainable Technologies*
- Swell Bicycles
- T-Mobile USA, INC.*
- Tenderloin Housing Clinic
- Valencia Cyclery
- WaterSmart Software*
- Yelp*

**BUSINESS MEMBERS**

- Adobe
- Alamo Drafthouse Cinema
- Bay Area Bicycle Law
- Bi-Rite Market
- Blue Shield of California
- Burr Pilger Mayer
- Casa Bonampak
- craigslist
- The Law Offices of Meisel, Krentsa & Burneikis
- Law Offices of Nelson C. Barry III
- Levi Strauss & Co.
- Liberty Law
- Lifetopia
- LinkedIn
- Linus Bike
- Metromile
- Munchery
- NEMA
- New Resource Bank
- NOP 560 Mission LLC
- Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
- Quantcast
- Rackspace
- Realtex, Inc.
- Recology
- Rickshaw Bagworks
- Salesforce
- San Francisco Health Plan
- San Francisco Housing Action Coalition
- Shasta Streets
- Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
- Slate Technologies
- SportWorks
- Streets of San Francisco Bike Tours
- Swirl
- Swyt
- Terabit Systems
- Thoughtworks
- Trumark Urban
- Underdog Couriers
- The Veen Firm, PC
- Walkup, Melodia, Kelly & Schoenberger
- WaterSmart Software
workshop

Zendesk

WORKPLACE MATCHING GIFTS
Adobe Systems Matching Gift Program*
AIG*
AllianceBernstein*
Ameren Foundation*
Anonymous*
Autodesk Matching Gifts Program*
BlackRock Matching Gift Program*
California Healthcare Foundation*
Charles Schwab Foundation*
Clorox Company Foundation*
craiglist Charitable Fund*
Dolby Laboratories*
Dropbox*
Expedia*
Genentech*
GitHub*
Google Matching Gifts Program*
Kaiser Permanente Community Giving Campaign*
Levi Strauss & Co.*
Macy's Inc.*
McKesson Foundation*
Microsoft Giving Campaign*
Monsanto*
NetflixFilm
PayPal*
PGE Campaign for the Community*
S. D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation*
Salesforce.org*
Silicon Valley Community Foundation*
Sutro Biopharma Inc*
Symantec Corp*
T-Mobile USA, INC.*
Thomson Reuters*
UBS Financial Services*
Umpqua Bank*
Union Bank of California*
Visa*
Yahoo! Matching Gifts Program*
Yelp*

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
$25,000 - $49,000
Richard Cox and Rebecca Hartman*
Mick and Sabrina Hellman*
$15,000 - $24,999
Jim Greer and Daphne Keller*
Kate and Bill Duhamel*
$10,000 - $14,999
Jean Fraser and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed*
Katie Hall*
David and Suzanne Warner*
$5,000 - $9,999
Greg Avis*
Larry Bardoff*
Matthew Barger*
Peter Colijn and Christine Windsor*
Lionel Conacher*
Martin Field*
John Good and Janet Arneesty*
Olaf Hanssen and John Calaway*
Julie and David Helfrich*
Antje Kann and David Malta*
Tom Lockard and Alix Marduel*
Ann Lyons and Jacques Rutschmann*
Mike and Alison Mauze*
Rafael Ortiz*
Michael Patterson*
Greg Serrurier*
Tina Shone*
Bob Stapleton*
Steven Van Der Zwan*
Janet Barnes and Thomas Weisel*
John and Leslie Woodward*
$2,000 - $4,999
Sasha Aickin and Jason Tester*
Lilli Alberga*
Cynsa Bonorris*
Carrie E. Byles*
Martha Ehrenfeld and Carla McKay*
Jennifer Fox and Josh Mangum*
Jean Fraser and Geoffrey Gordon-Creed*
Brianne O'Leary Gagnon and Paul Gagnon*
Nicholas Josefowitz*
Tatjana Loh and Peter Coward*
Sunny and Mark McKee*
Thomas Newmeyer*
Simone Otus Coxe*
Elizabeth Patterson*
Julia Violich*
$1,000 - $2,499
Pam Alexander*
Corey Block*
Clark Buckner and Jennifer Perfilio*
Donato Caball and Andrea Setterholm*
Steve Chapman and Carol Francis*
Michael Cole*
Daniel Connelly and Cara Coburn*
Philip Constantinou and Lora Pertle*
Paul Curtin and Catharine Keena*
Jed Davis*
Matt Davis*
Mark Elliot and Kelly Moran*
Miles Epstein and Susan George*
Gary Fisher and Alex Zaphiris
Lauren Fondahl*
Patrick Ford*
Bryan Freedman and Ronald Greigone*
David Gartner and Lorie Milgrom-Gartner*
Charles and Erika Gebhard*
Riyad and Katherine Ghannam*
Susan Green and David Thompson*
Jeffrey and Rachel Griffin
Remy and Joanna Hathaway*
Brian Hausworth*
Russell and Sara Hirsch*
Didrik Hoag and Caryl Guy*
Amandeep Jawa and Kimberly Conley*
Aaron Johnson and Lainie Motameld*
Shawn Grumberger and Debbie Kahn
Roan Kattouw*
Wayne Krill*
Lawrence Li and Philip Tran*
Sophia Chang and Anson Lowe*
Richard Lynch and Frank Stiel*
Alan Nichols*
Jamie Nicolson*
Topher Olson*
Maggie Robbins*
John Rogers*
Mark Schauer*
Elliot Schwartz and Rebecca Blondin*
Patrick Siggeman*
Richard Simpson and Maureen Kelly*
Pete Slosberg and Amy Margolise*
David and Amy Smolen*
John Spallone*
Andrew Spokes*
Deb and Jack Sylvan*
Daniel and Ali Tauber*
Ted Tilles and Naomi Mahoney*
Andy Toebben and Julia Vich Toebben*
Christopher and Nellie Tran*
Jeff Trull*
Vikram Viswanathan*
Courtney Weaver and Simon Franke*
Jill and Mark Wehrly*
Tim Wirth and Anne Stuhldreher*
Al Wong*
Dennis and Molly Wuthrich*
$500 - $999
Ian Anderson*
Anonymous*
Anonymous*
Dorie Apollonio and Matt Lecar*
Bonnie Barrilleaux*
Rocky Beach*
Matt and Amy Berler*
Andy Bindman and Rebecca Smith-Bindman*
Peter and Tanya Birch*
Cecile and Jeff Bedington*
Michael Borden and Jay Bolcik*
Cheryl Brinkman and Rich Coffin*
Andrew Buchanan*
Williams Buhl*
Lynne Carstarphen*
Amy and Mei Chen*
Lillie Chilen
Mary Kay Chin and Kevin Demattia*+
Vanessa Christi*
Stephen Collins*
Amanda Marchant and Stuart Collins*
Jesse Costello-Good*
Dale Danley and Michael Helquist*
Joshua Dapio*
Erika Delacorte*
Jake Donham and Kit Hodge*
Rachel Donovan and Jefferson Yih*
Sarah Dunlean*
Peter Ekersley*
Lily and Matt Eggers*
Laurel Eljekt and Peter Schmitz*
Matt Fust*
Sharon and Sharon Gadberry*
Dan German*
Patricia Gibbs*
Lucy Gigli and Dan Wood
Steven Grafton*
Jason Hancock*
Chris Heisterkamp*
Jan Hirsch*
Shirley Johnson*+
Bruce Johnson and Brooke Kuhn*
Henrik Jones*
David Keenan and Alice Mosley*
Tal Klein and Matthew Hoevet*
Thomas Landers and John Major*
Mark Larsa*
Camille Laturno and Cheryl Leong*
Rob Lawrence*
Charles Lindsay*
Harold Lobdy and Holly Minch*
Lorraine L. and Harold S. Luft*
Dylan MacDonald*
Ernst McGravy, Jr.
Kathleen McNamara and Nathan Brennan*
Patrick McNerney
Ann Schuen and Lucy Mendel
Lisa Nahmanson and Sandra Steele*
Valerie and Ed Nicolson*
Rich Niles*
John O'Boyle and Leslie Castellanos*
Jim Ochowicz*
Bruce Osterweil and Patricia Furlong*
Andrew Pederson*
Fred Prager*
Erik Ratzig*
Luke Richey*
Stuart Ryan*
Eric Scheide and Kate Van Houten*
Jackie Schwartz and Pete Czerpak*
Jonathan Scales and Yoko Nozawa*
Leah Shahum*
Tim Shea and Duncan Fuller*
Brad Silverberg*
Charlie Stigler*
Mark Stokan
Margaret Swink and Robert Saliba*
Mario Tanev and Nadia Soedira*
Erie Thompson*
Andy Thornley and Tracey Quintero**
Richard and Lois Tilles*
Jeffrey Tumlin and Huib Petersen*
Mark Vermeulen*
Charles Walker*
Darrin Ward*
James Smith and Janelle Wong*
Pricilla Woods*
Jiro Yamamoto*
Meg Pearson and Rahul Young*
Julia Zaks
Jamie Zawinski*
Matt Zinn*
Matthew and JoAnn Zlatunich*
$250 - $499
Anthony Ababon*
2016 Financials

Total Support + Revenue: $2,049,791
Total Expenses: $1,988,740

IN-KIND SUPPORT

Abus Locks
ACSailingSF
American Conservatory Theater
The Art of Survival Century
Avenue Cyclery
Barry Beans
Berkeley Racing Canoe Center
Bicycle Banh Mi
Bicycle Coffee Company
Bike Friday
Bike Monkey
Burning Man
California Bicycle Coalition
Mary Celojko
Chrome Industries SOMA
Jesse Costello-Good
Ilana Crispi
The Crucible
Dandelion Chocolate
Dandyhorse
Department of the Environment
Diamond Foods, Inc.
Kevin Diep
Russell Edwards
Miles Epstein
Explorerarium
Faraday Bikes
Claudia Förster
Peter Foucault
Gold Gold
Good Hotel
Victoria Heilweil
Huckleberry Bicycles

Events + Benefits: 23.6%
Foundation Grants: 18.7%
Membership Dues: 17.2%
Individual Contributions: 14.7%
Contracts: 14.7%
Business Partner Support: 3.9%
Program Service Fees: 3.5%
Others: 2.8%

In-kind Heliums
Kali Protectives
KIND Healthy Snacks
Melissa Kleindolph
Elisabeth Kohnke
Kryptonite
Benjamin Lindsey
Mamma Chia
Vanessa Marr
Mike's Bikes of San Francisco
Rob Minervini
Mission Bicycle Company
Michelle Mongan
Sarah Newton
Elisabeth Nicula
P-Fits
Patagonia
Pedal Revolution
Pier 39
PUBLIC Bikes
Roaring Mouse Cycles
Lynn Rubenzer
Antony Ryan
Michael Ryan
Mary Lee Rybar
Saris
Savvy Bike
Bruce Seidel
Shasta Living Streets
Specialized Bikes
Sports Basement
SportWorks
Kirk Stoller
Streets of San Francisco Bike Tours
Tori Sugita
Surly Bikes
SUTURE
Swell Bicycles
Valencia Cyclery
Naoimi Vaderkinderen
Velofax
Warm Planet Bikes
Brian Wiedenmeier
Xtracycle
Yoga Garden
ZICO Beverages

Our sincere apologies if we inadvertently omitted your donation. Please let us know at development@sfbike.org.
CONNECT WITH YOUR SAN FRANCISCO BICYCLE COALITION!

• Sign up for the weekly Biker Bulletin
• Read the latest news on our blog
• Come to our next volunteer night
• Take one of our free bicycle education classes

San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
1720 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-431-2453 (BIKE)